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pretty good. You get all the online gamemodes as well as friendlies. Friendlies allows you to play with LITE users (Those who
haven't bought this DLC) on any gamemode online with the friendlies. As such you can play more then just 8Ball but you can't
get money from it. You don't get the trickshot sandbox sadly, unless i am mistaken. For the price it isn't too bad. Offline has
more "content" though.. I bought this thinking i would have access to all online areas as it states. But once i bought it and
launched the game. It didn't do anything. What a waste of money.. Fun to play vs friends. pretty good. I bought this thinking i
would have access to all online areas as it states. But once i bought it and launched the game. It didn't do anything. What a waste
of money.. GAME IS AWESOME BUT DEVS NEED TO FOCUS ON WINDOWS 10 CRASHING! they give two
u2665u2665u2665u2665s Updated 2/5/2016 ****I guess Devs do give 2 u2665u2665u2665u2665s. Game is working fine on
windows 10 now.. Fun to play vs friends. You get all the online gamemodes as well as friendlies. Friendlies allows you to play
with LITE users (Those who haven't bought this DLC) on any gamemode online with the friendlies. As such you can play more
then just 8Ball but you can't get money from it. You don't get the trickshot sandbox sadly, unless i am mistaken. For the price it
isn't too bad. Offline has more "content" though.. GAME IS AWESOME BUT DEVS NEED TO FOCUS ON WINDOWS 10
CRASHING! they give two u2665u2665u2665u2665s Updated 2/5/2016 ****I guess Devs do give 2 u2665u2665u2665u2665s.
Game is working fine on windows 10 now.
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